Preaveraged Hydrodynamic Interaction Revisited via Boundary Element Computations.
The effect of preaveraging the Oseen tensor to yield a scalar approximation is examined for transport problems of rigid objects with stick boundary conditions using new very high accuracy computational codes. Nearly exact computations are compared to analytical results and preaveraged results for spheroids and, similarly, for a set of three globular proteins. In agreement with previous work, we find that the error in translational diffusion is less than 1%. However, in the case of rotational diffusion and intrinsic viscosity, the error is sensitively dependent on shape. In the case of the axial component of the rotational diffusion, the error is about -34% independent of shape, but for the perpendicular component, the error starts at -30% (sphere) and decreases as the axial ratio increases and then yields a similar but positive error. For the instrinsic viscosity, the errors are around 10% near spherical and decrease toward the needle or disk shape. For the globular proteins, the errors are similar to those found for the ellipsoids near the spherical shape. The calculations show that preaveraging is acceptable only for translational diffusion of rigid objects.